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The clinical efficacy
������������������������������������
and safety of different combinations of non-bio artificial liver in the treatment of acute liver
failure was examined. A total of 61 cases were selected under
blood purification treatment from the patients with severe acute
liver failure admitted to the severe disease department of the
hospital from December, 2010 to December, 2015. Three types
of artificial liver combinations were observed, i.e., plasma
exchange plus hemoperfusion plus continuous venovenous
hemodiafiltration (PE+HP+CVVHDF), PE+CVVHDF and
HP+CVVHDF. The heart rate (HR), mean arterial pressure (MAP), respiratory index (PaO2/FiO2), liver and kidney
function indicator, as well as platelet and coagulation function
were compared. A comparison before and after the treatment
using the three methods, showed improvement in the HRs,
MAPs, PaO2/FiO2, total bilirubins (TBIL) and alanine aminotransferases (ALT) (P<0.05), of which TBIL and ALT were
decreased more significantly (P<0.01) in the PE+CVVHDF
and PE+HP+CVVHDF groups. Only changes in the
PE+HP+CVVHDF and PE+CVVHDF groups were statistically significant after prothrombin time and albumin treatment
(P<0.05). The difference between the decrease in TBIL in
the PE+HP+CVVHDF group and that in the HP+CVVHDF
group was statistically significant (P<0.05). Treatment of the
61 patients using the artificial liver support system yielded
a survival rate of 62.3% (38/61), and a viral survival rate of
35.0% (7/20); with the non-viral survival rate being 75.6%
(31/41). In conclusion, following the treatment of three types of
artificial livers, the function was improved to varying degrees,
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with the PE+HP+CVVHDF and the PE+CVVHDF method
being better. By contrast, after the treatment of non-viral liver
failure, the survival rate was significantly higher than the
patients with viral liver failure.
Introduction
The severity of acute liver failure has high lethality (1). At
present, there is no effective drug, and although liver transplantation is a very effective treatment, there is a lack of
suitable donors. In addition, acute liver failure patients are in
critical condition and the internal environment is in disorder;
thus, patients cannot tolerate liver transplantation. Artificial
liver support system (ALSS) takes the temporary and partial
replacement of liver function, removes various harmful
substances, and supplements the bioactive substances, to create
a good environment for the patient's own cell regeneration and
functional recovery and strive for valuable time (2-6).
Although a single model of non‑biological artificial liver
has a limited role, including blood or plasma perfusion,
plasma exchange and continuous blood dialysis filtration,
each treatment method's principle and function is different,
each having its advantages and disadvantages, considering the
patient's condition, and occasionally the combined application
is also successful in achieving the purpose of treatment (7-9).
Through a retrospective observation of plasma exchange
combined with hemoperfusion and continuous hemodiafiltration (PE+HP+CVVHDF) and PE+CVVHDF and
HP+CVVHDF treatment of acute liver failure, we observed
the clinical efficacy and safety of three different combinations
of non-biological artificial livers in the treatment of acute liver
failure, to provide a clinical basis for the selection of effective
and economical non-biological artificial liver treatment.
Patients and methods
General information. We observed 61 cases under blood
purification treatment from patients with severe acute liver
failure admitted to the Central Hospital of Xuzhou from
December, 2010 to December, 2015, including 45 males and
16 females aged 40.1±15.6 years (range, 20-82 years). The
score of the acute physiology and chronic health evaluation II
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(APACHE Ⅱ) was 27.5±8.1 points and the sequential organ
failure evaluation score (SOFA score) was 13.49±2.93 points.
The patients with primary diseases included three cases
with acute viral hepatitis, 17 cases with chronic toxic acute
liver failure, 41 cases with non-viral induced liver injury
(5 cases after cardiac surgery, 7 cases with drug poisoning,
13 cases after pregnancy and childbirth, 1 case with mushroom poisoning, 10 cases with severe infection and 5 other
cases). The patients (PTA ≤30%) belonged to the middle and
advanced liver failure groups according to staging in the liver
failure treatment guideline (6), including 48 cases with renal
dysfunction, 35 cases with hepatic encephalopathy, 29 cases
with gastrointestinal bleeding, 61 cases with blood clotting
abnormalities and 31 cases with circulatory dysfunction.
The study was endorsed by Medical Ethics Standards and
was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Central Hospital
of Xuzhou. For all treatments, written informed consent was
obtained from the patients or their families.
Treatment method. In addition to the routine medical department
and symptomatic support treatment, 61 patients were selected
for PE+HP+CVVHDF or PE+CVVHDF or HP+CVVHDF
artificial liver combination. In the PE+HP+CVVHDF group,
the intubation tube was inserted through the femoral or jugular
vein to establish a temporary path, the jugular vein was done
firstly bedside and then Swiss Gambro PF2000N plasma separator was used. Subsequently, 2,000-3,000 ml of fresh plasma
was exchanged every time, when the plasma was exchanged
the flow rate was 80-120 ml/min, the plasma separation rate
was 25-30 ml/min, the replacement time was 2.0-3.0 h. After
the completion of a single plasma exchange, the hemoperfusion was carried out again, the neutral macroporous resin
(HA330-II type hemoperfusion cartridge, produced by
Zhuhai Livzon Diagnostics, Inc., Zhuhai, China) was used.
Once the perfusion apparatus adsorption capacity reached
saturation, the perfusion apparatus was removed and the blood
perfusion time was 2-3 h. After the single blood perfusion,
CVVHDF treatment was carried out, the treatment time was
36.3±23.9 h (range of 10-51 h). In the PE+CVVHDF group,
the procedure was identical to that mentioned above. However,
after the plasma exchange the combined CVVHDF treatment
was carried out. In the HP+CVVHDF group, according to the
above method, after resin adsorption, the combined CVVHDF
treatment was carried out. The 61 patients underwent a total of
171 treatments, including 25 cases under PE+HP+CVVHDF
treatment, 87 cases under PE+CVVHDF treatment and
59 cases under HP+CVVHDF treatment (Table I).
Monitoring indicators. Before and after each treatment, the
consciousness, heart rate (HR), mean arterial pressure (MAP),
and arterial blood gas (PH, PaO2 and PaCO2), liver and kidney
function indicators, blood routine examination, electrolytes
and coagulation were detected.
Statistical analysis. Data were expressed as mean ± standard
deviation (SD), and the statistical analysis was carried out
with SPSS 12.0 software (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
The comparison between the groups used one-way analysis
of variance, and difference with P<0.05 was considered to
indicate a statistically significant difference.

Table I. Comparison between age, SOFA score, and treatment
time between the three methods (mean ± SD).
			
CVVHDF
Age	
SOFA	treatment
Groups	
(years)	score	
(hours)
HP+CVVHDF
43.02±15.61 12.56±2.89 18.91±5.72
(n=59)
PE+CVVHDF
37.71±14.99 13.85±3.44 19.33±6.11
(n=87)
PE+HP+CVVHDF 39.22±17.63 14.01±3.61 20.08±5.03
(n=25)

Results
Comparison of the change in HR, MAP, respiration index
and platelets before and after treatment in the three groups.
As shown in Table II, before and after treatment in the three
groups, the HR, MAP and respiratory index (PaO2/FiO2) were
significantly increased (P<0.05), and there was no significant
difference in the platelet changes (P>0.05). In terms of the
comparison between PE+HP+CVVHDF and HP+CVVHDF,
the HR and PaO2/FiO2 changes varied significantly (P<0.05).
Comparison of coagulation function and liver function before
and after treatment. As shown in Table  III, a comparison
among the three groups before and after the treatment
showed that, the total bilirubin (TBIL) and alanine aminotransferase  (ALT) were significantly decreased (P<0.05).
Those in the PE+HP+CVVHDF and PE+CVVHDF groups
were decreased significantly (P<0.01), and the comparison
between TBIL decrease in the PE+HP+CVVHDF group and
that in the HP+CVVHDF group also showed a significant
difference (P<0.05). Only changes in the PE+HP+CVVHDF
and PE+CVVHDF groups after the prothrombin time and
albumin (ALB) treatment were statistically different (P<0.05).
Clinical results of the 61 patients in the group after ALSS
treatment. At evaluation, 38 cases survived and 23 cases
had died, with a mortality rate of 37.7% and a survival rate
of 62.3%. There were 7 viral cases surviving and 13 cases
had died, with a mortality rate of 65.0% and a survival rate
of 35.0%. Furthermore, of the non-viral 31 cases survived
and 10 cases had died, with a mortality rate of 24.4% and a
survival rate of 75.6%.
Discussion
Attention is given to acute liver failure due to poor prognosis
arising from the rapid onset and rapid progression  (10).
Acute liver failure is essentially multi-organ dysfunction
based on acute liver failure, and a poor simple supportive
treatment effect, whereas the blood purification technology
can effectively support multi‑organ function of the patients
while replacing the liver metabolism (11). In hepatic failure
the artificial liver combination treatment is used, which plays
a crucial role in reducing the patients' blood ammonia and
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Table II. Change comparison of the heart rate, mean arterial pressure, respiration index and platelet before and after treatment in
the three groups (mean ± SD).
Groups	
HP+CVVHDF (n=59)
Before treatment	
After treatment	
PE+CVVHDF (n=87)
Before treatment	
After treatment	
PE+HP+CVVHDF (n=25)
Before treatment	
After treatment	

HR

MAP

PaO2/FiO2

PLT(x109/l)

135±20.63
117±25.14a

81.02±14.97
89.13±11.02a

233±74.58
285±52.18a

77.28±43.74
71.96±40.57

137±21.27
115±23.94a

78.64±13.01
88.39±11.86a

219±70.57
294±55.93a

81.55±42.33
78.27±40.18

141±22.87
108±23.11a,b

77.75±13.16
90.04±10.53a

201±66.91
301±59.72a,b

84.17±47.66
78.11±43.65

By comparison before and after treatment, P<0.05; bby comparison between PE+HP+CVVHDF and HP+CVVHDF, P<0.05. HR, heart rate;
MAP, mean arterial pressure.
a

Table III. Comparison of coagulation function and liver function before and after treatment (mean ± SD).
Groups	
HP+CVVHDF (n=59)
Before treatment	
After treatment	
PE+CVVHDF (n=87)
Before treatment	
After treatment	
PE+HP+CVVHDF (n=25)
Before treatment	
After treatment	

PT (S)	TBIL (µmol/l)

ALT (µ/l)

ALB (g/l)

25.41±12.22
21.88±11.57

356.37±149.93
311.51±140.76a

392.14±256.63
151.37±163.75c

28.23±4.92
27.65±4.66

26.05±16.02
20.13±10.66a

360.63±145.17
269.55±131.88c

353.72±279.58
134.84±137.95c

27.11±4.09
28.15±4.74a

28.92±14.02
19.55±10.10c

379.58±155.02
249.46±138.77cb

339.77±223.88
136.07±131.33c

27.02±4.51
29.21±4.73a

By the comparison before and after the treatment <0.05; cby the comparison before and after the treatment <0.01; bby the comparison between
PE+HP+CVVHDF and HP+CVVHDF, P<0.05. TBIL, total bilirubin; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; ALB, albumin.
a

serum bilirubin, removing or reducing the accumulation of
toxic substances and improving the internal environment (12).
The ALSS treatment is the bridge before the liver function
restoration or liver transplantation treatment. In clinical
studies, following treatment of chronic severe hepatitis  B
with plasma exchange plus hemofiltration, a survival rate
of 48.3% was identified (13). For the patients in ICU with
multi-organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS) and acute liver
failure, the clinical study on the treatment of MODS coupled
with plasma separation adsorption plus hemofiltration had a
survival rate of 45.5% (14). The treatment of hepatic failure
and multi-organ dysfunction comprehensive syndrome with
plasma exchange plus CVVHDF showed a survival rate of
42.5% (15). According to the MODS scores, the liver score of
the patients in the group was more than IV score, PTA ≤30%.
According to the staging in the hepatic failure diagnosis and
treatment guideline, the patients belong to the middle and
advanced hepatic failure, and three types of non-biological
artificial liver treatment combinations were employed (16). Of
61 patients, there were 38 cases successfully rescued, with the
survival rate of 62.3%. In comparison to the above studies, the

survival rate was significantly improved and the result was
similar to the survival rate of 63.13% (17) in the treatment
group in treatment of liver function failure with a variety of
blood purification methods.
The rescue survival rate of the non-viral liver failure
patient was 75.6%, but the rescue survival rate of the virus liver
failure patients was only 35.0% suggesting that the combined
non-biological artificial liver technology played a clear role in
improving the clinical prognosis. Different combinations of
non-biological artificial liver combined treatment played a more
significant role in improving the severe metabolic disorders
when the liver cells were under severe damage and removing a
great number of toxic substances and inflammatory mediators
accumulated and also played a significant role in improving
the clinical prognosis. For the patients with severe hepatic
failure caused by non-viral failure, it played a significant role
in reducing the mortality rate, probably because, compared
with the hepatic failure due to viral hepatitis, the non-viral
liver failure of the patients was easily increased. When the liver
damage factors were terminated, after the damaged liver cells
entered into the regeneration and repair stage after a period of
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damage, the liver function gradually recovered. The patients
with viral liver failure in this group were mainly provided with
treatment based on a past medical history of viral hepatitis for
many years, when the incidence was acute liver failure, and
the liver function was severely uncoupled. Thus, the mortality
rate was very high and the results of that group also suggested
that the efficacy of non‑biological artificial liver was limited in
the treatment of acute liver failure based on the chronic viral
hepatitis, and the liver transplantation was the fundamental
factor of the treatment (18).
By comparing the three combinations of non-biological
artificial liver treatment methods, i.e., PE+HP+CVVHDF,
PE+CVVHDF and HP+CVVHDF, before and after
treatment, the HR, MAP, respiratory index (PaO 2 /FiO 2),
TBIL and ALT were significantly improved (P<0.05).
Specifically, TBIL and ALT in the PE+HP+CVVHDF and
PE+CVVHDF groups were decreased more significantly
(P<0.01). After PT and ALB treatment, only the changes
in the PE+HP+CVVHDF and PE+CVVHDF groups were
statistically different (P<0.05). The difference between TBIL
decrease in the PE+HP+CVVHDF group and that in the
HP+CVVHDF group was statistically significant, and the
study results suggested that the PE+HP+CVVHDF combined
method was more conducive to removing metabolites and
poison and maintaining homeostasis. The plasma exchange
can widely clear the endogenous toxins of the patients with
liver failure such as endotoxin, bilirubin and bile acids. The
macromolecules combined with the plasma protein and
circulating immune complexes can simultaneously supplement the blood coagulation factor and improve coagulation
function and supplement the serum ALB, conditioning factor,
immunoglobulins and other biologically active substances,
but because the toxins under the small and middle molecular
weight are widely distributed to the tissue through the vessel
wall, they cannot be cleared by only applying PE; thus, HP
can mainly adsorb the cell toxic substances and aromatic
amino acid as well as phenol, indole, short-chain fatty acids
in the blood of the patients with liver failure. HA‑type
resin perfusion apparatus in the blood perfusion belongs to
the neutral macroporous resin and can mainly adsorb the
substance under the molecular weight of 500-5,000 kDa, and
it can effectively absorb a variety of protein-bound toxins and
cytotoxic substances inhibiting cell regeneration (19). CVVH
can sustainably clear the molecules, ammonia and other
toxic substances such as false neurotransmitters, free fatty
acids, mercaptans, aromatic amino acids of the acute liver
failure patients, increase CAMP content in cerebrospinal
fluid, improve the brain energy metabolism, reduce and
improve the hepatic encephalopathy (20). The CVVH can
precisely control the capacity, sustainably and slowly remove
the solutes and liquids, regulate the water and electrolyte
acid‑base balance and reduce the occurrence of acute liver
failure cerebral edema.
In conclusion, the liver functions were improved to varying
degrees after the three artificial liver treatment methods were
applied, among which the efficacy of the PE+HP+CVVHDF
method was more conducive to clearing the metabolites and
toxins, especially clearing the bilirubin. After non-viral liver
function failure treatment, the survival rate was significantly
higher than that in the patients with viral liver failure.
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